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ProPaste® Epoxy
Experienced rod builders know what they want in a rod adhesive: easy mixing, good working time, smooth application, simple clean up, and the 
strongest bonding possible. ProPaste is proven to deliver on these needs and will work flawlessly build after build.

ProPaste is a two-part epoxy that when mixed, will adhere and stay in place while it cures.  It will never leave the mess commonly associated with liquid 
adhesives. This versatile epoxy can be used to bond most anything including cork and synthetic handles, metal and graphite reel seats, ferrules, butt 
caps, trim bands, and cork rings. 

With a forgiving mixing ratio that allows for fast application and simple cleanup, and color-coded lids for error free mixing, it’s no wonder ProPaste is the 
rod builder’s go-to brand!

ProPaste® Fast-Set Paste Epoxy
For those projects where time is a factor and you need it to cure fast, but still have a permanent hold, you need to try ProPaste Fast-Set epoxy.
With the same superior properties and bonding strength as the wildly popular ProPaste, the Fast-Set formula has a set time of only 
15 minutes – and has become a certified favorite.

ProPaste Fast Set is also a two-part epoxy with color coded jars and a forgiving mixing ratio that results in a perfect bond every time – and now in just 15 minutes! 

Stock # Size Price
PROB-2 2oz $7.95
PROB-4 4oz $9.95
PROB-8 8oz $15.95
PROB-16 16oz $25.95

Stock # Size Price
PBF-2 2oz $7.95
PBF-4 4oz $10.95
PBF-8 8oz $17.95
PBF-16 16oz $29.95
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Stock # Size Price
PK-6G 6g $2.99
PK-2 2oz $13.95
PK-4 4oz $17.95
PK-8 8oz $25.95
PK-32 32oz $59.65
PK-128 1 Gallon $133.25

Stock # Size Price
PKH-2 2oz $14.95
PKH-4 4oz $18.95
PKH-8 8oz $26.95
PKH-32 32oz $56.65
PKH-128 1 Gallon $142.55

ProKote Rod Building Thread Finish
Rod building gurus know what they want in a rod finish: extended working time, easy self-leveling, good bubble release, thread saturation, ultimate clarity, and protection from UV 
yellowing. ProKote easily meets these demands while providing the industry’s first medium build epoxy. 

In fact, ProKote rod finish has been tested to be the #1 epoxy. With the finest UV inhibitors available in a commercial rod finish, ProKote’s clarity is unsurpassed by any other 
finish—period!

This two-part epoxy also remains flexible without staying soft or becoming too hard and cracking. The self-leveling properties in this finish are second to none and the micro bubbles 
release with ease. In 1,500 hours of weatherometer (WOM) Xenon Arc testing by an independent laboratory, ProKote Rod Finish proved to be the #1 brand of thread finish epoxy 
for rod builders. Tested for quality and overall coating performance, ProKote clearly shatters all expectations. 

Controlled laboratory testing proved ProKote’s dramatic superiority over the other brands. Tests on ProKote note an 87% clarity retention compared to the leading manufacturer, 
while UV yellowing was the lowest of all brands tested. Laboratory Tests note that ProKote Rod Building Finish is 207% better at non-yellowing and 187% better at a 60-degree 
gloss reflectiveness than the leading brand of rod building finish.

ProKote High Build
ProKote’s High Build Formula is a two-part epoxy that features the same unparalleled UV protection, superior clarity and easy self-leveling properties that made ProKote the leader in rod 
finishes, but now in a 25% thicker formula that boosts drying time by over 25%.

When your project demands thick coverage, deep thread saturation, and faster drying times, look to the High Build formula. Although perfect for any build, this epoxy really shines when 
building larger rods for heavy freshwater and offshore applications where failure is not an option
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Stock # Size Price
PROG-6G 6g $2.99
PROG-4 4oz $18.95
PROG-8 8oz $26.95
PROG-26 32oz $56.65
PROG-32 1 Gallon $142.55

ProGlu—Premium Epoxy Glue
Produced to the high-quality standards that have made ProKote the leading rod finish in the industry, ProGlu is a professional grade two-part epoxy glue designed for superior 
adhesion and longevity over the life of your rod. With a proprietary formula designed exclusively for the rod building industry, this epoxy glue has it all; easy mixing, good working 
time, smooth application, simple cleanup, and will remain flexible over time unlike most epoxies on the market.   

Use ProGlu to adhere virtually any part of your rod including cork and synthetic handles, metal and graphite reel seals, ferrules, butt caps, trim bands, and cork rings.   

Stock # Size Price
PROG5-4 4oz $15.95
PROG5-8 8oz $23.95
PROG5-32 32oz $59.95

ProGlu Premium 5-Minute Epoxy Glue
Produced to the high-quality standards that have made ProGlu the leading epoxy glue in the rod building industry, this Premium 5-Minute version is a professional grade two-part epoxy 
glue designed for a much faster setup while still maintaining its superior adhesion and longevity over the life of your rod. 

While this 5-minute cure time version of ProGlu can also be used to adhere virtually any part of your custom rod building project, it really shines in applications where you need a fast, 
secure, and flexible bond – like when making last minute fixes before shipping your rod, or making repairs to get back on the water fast!
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ProWrap has become the de facto standard of quality in the rod building 
industry because it delivers superior tensile strength, smooth spooling for 

easy application, and offers the widest selection of wrapping and decorative 
thread in the market.

The pro’s choice for rod winding thread, ProWrap is available in over 136 
bright colors of Nylon, ColorFast, Metallic, Braid, and a variety of decorative 

blends that have been pressure dyed for color consistency. Along with the 
incredible color variety, these threads are available in three familiar spool 

sizes; 100yd, 4oz, and 1oz.

Professional builders and enthusiasts alike turn to ProWrap for all their rod 
building projectsand you should too!

PERFECT FOR: 
GUIDE WRAPS 
ACCENT WRAPS 
BUTT WRAP 
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ProWrap Nylon Rod Winding Thread
In development for over a year and rigorously tested by rod builders, the new standard in thread wrap is here. With superb tensile strength, smooth 
spooling for easy application, and available in over 80 bright colors that have been pressure dyed for color consistency – it’s no wonder ProWrap 
has become the most popular rod building thread in the industry.

Available in thread sizes A, B and D, ProWrap’s Nylon is also offered in three familiar spool sizes; 100yd spools that are perfect for hand and power 
wrappers, as well as 1oz. and 4oz. spools for those bargain hunters, and those who wrap many rods and butt wraps at one time.

Stock # Size Price
RNS-(size)-(color) 100yds $2.95
RNM-(size)-(color) 1oz $6.70
RNL-(size)-(color) 4oz $19.95

ProWrap ColorFast Rod Winding Thread
ProWrap ColorFast thread features the same properties of the popular ProWrap Nylon, but has been pre-treated so no additional color preserver needs to be added for the thread to keep its color 
when the epoxy is applied, and serves to withstand the sun’s damaging UV rays.

With superb tensile strength, smooth spooling for easy application, and available in over 80 bright colors that have been pressure dyed and pre-treated for color consistency during epoxy – ColorFast 
will save you time and make your wraps look great build after build.

Available in thread sizes A, B and D, ProWrap is also offered in three familiar spool sizes; 100yd spools that are perfect for hand and power wrapper, as well as 1oz. and 4oz. spools for any builders 
wrapping multiple rods and butt wraps at one time, or any  bargain hunters looking to save by buying in bulk.

Stock # Size Price
CFM-(thread size)-(color) 1oz $6.95
CFL-(thread size)-(color) 4oz $21.25
CFS-(thread size)-(color) 100yds $2.95

855-Charcoal
P: 433

856-Soot
P: 426

862-Black
P: Black G: 001

813- Silver 
Shiner

819- Ghost Grey
P: 444 

822- Silver 
Smoke

825 - Tin Can
P: 436 

831- Smoke 
Screen

836- Forged 
Steel

841- Iron Ore
P: 431 G: 441

850- Storm 
Cloud

807- White
P: White G: 002

805- Cream

806- Eggshell

BLACK

464- Blurple
P: 2735 

470- Blue Marlin
P: 2955 

479- Gulfstream
P: 3035 

484- Deep Sea
P: 302 

455- Cobalt
P: 280 G: 50

416- Denim
P: 279 C G: 272

407- Cool Mint
P: 339 

413- Island 
Lagoon

422- Bluegill
P: 2945 G: 245

425- Blue Suede
P: 279 

428- Summer 
Sky

431- Tidal Pool
P: 3025 

434- Maui Surf
P: 3125 

404- Teal
P: 3115 

BLUE

446- Regal Blue
P: 2945 G: 246

449- Wildberry
P: 293 

440- Cool Azul
P: 315 

561- Desert 
Camo

567- Taupe
P: 5815 

558- Olive
P: 5757 G: 1872

507- Pea Soup
P: 376 

510- Sage
P: 364 

513- Guacamole
P: 362 G: 6779

519- Rainforest
P: 7482 

525- Oak Leaf
P: 7484 G: 5896

528- Jade
P: 3282 

537- Fern
P: 341 

543- Evergreen
P: 343 

501- Kiwi
P: 7487 

GREEN

122- Neon 
Yellow

225- Neon 
Orange

361- Neon Pink
P: 806 G: 411

552- Neon 
Green

NEON

767- Chocolate
P: 4625 G: 396

755- Chestnut
P: 174 G: 5274

704- Midas Gold
P: 124 

710- Bees Wax
P: 139

713- Sunset
P: 158 

716- Teak
P: 154

722- Almond
P: 465 G: 340

728- Desert 
Sand

740- Copper
P: 1525 

749- Brown
P: 1685 G: 541

701- Rattan
P: 125 

BROWN

210- Burnt 
Orange

213- Clay
P: 159 G: 221

216- Tangerine
P: 1665 G: 257

207- Gold Fish
P: 144 G: 200

ORANGE

349- Merlot
P: 188 G: 206

307- Fuchsia
P: 226 G: 337

313- Rose
P: 213 

316- Raspberry
P: 220 G: 335

319- Redfish
P: 1795 G: 326

325- Fire Red
P: 186 

331- Mars Red
P: 1805 

337- Cranberry
P: 207 

343- Burgundy
P: 202 

301- Bubblegum
P: 189 

RED

607- Lilac
P: 2572

610- Orchid
P: 252

613- Plum
P: 512

619- Violet
P: 254

625- Grape
P: 2617 G: 468

631- Purple
P: 268 

634- Amethyst
P: 2665 

640- Purple 
Heart

601- Pale Lav-
ender

PURPLE

110- Banana 
Split

119- Taxi Cab
P: 122 G: 209 

101- Yellowfin
P: 386 G: 6778 

YELLOW

1oz 4oz 100yds
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ProWrap Fusion Variegated Thread
When you want to add a unique look to your wraps, turn to ProWrap Fusion Variegated Threads! The multi-color thread patterns come in four popular color selections: red fusion, blue fusion, purple 
fusion, and black/gray fusion.  You can even alter the color patterns by simply adjusting the thread tension when wrapping.

The darker and lighter tones are infused in streaks throughout the thread, allowing rod builders to create an awesome and unique look on any rod building project. From bold under-wraps and bright 
decoration to double foot guide wraps and primary thread wraps, it’s no wonder why ProWrap’s Fusion threads are becoming wildly popular with rod builders!

Available in Size B 100yd. spools and color treated to maintain their brilliant look regardless of application, see why ProWrap Fusion threads turn any rod into a striking masterpiece. 

Stock # Size Price
FVT-(color) 100yds $4.95

Blue Fusion Black & Gray FusionRed Fusion Purple Fusion

Stock # Size Price
TWT-(color) 85yds $5.25

Black/White

ProWrap Tiger Thread
ProWrap’s Tiger Thread provides a fierce new option for rod builders. Featuring a nylon twist available in 7 different color options, rod builders can 
use Tiger thread as an over-wrap, under-wrap, or even a single band in-lay and your rod will look like the king of the jungle!

Used as a decorative wrap, Tiger thread is available in 85 yd. spools, and offered in amazing unique and vibrant colors; Black/White, Amber/Black, 
Burnt Red/Black/Yellow, Green/Black/Tan, Orange/Black, Yellow/White/Black, and Amber/Burnt Red!

Amber/Black Burnt Red/Black/Yellow Green/Black/TanOrange/Black Yellow/White/BlackAmber/Burnt Red
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ProWrap Metallic Versablend
ProWrap VersaBlend Metallic threads offer rod builders a truly one-of-a-kind wrapping option perfect for decorative under-wraps, trim bands, and over-wraps. The VersaBlend thread will make 
your custom rod the envy of all your friends. 

VersaBlend is a size A thread available in 100 yd. spools that is very easy to work with for all decorative applications, and comes in 9 unique color infused options.

You can further customize the look of the wrap and create unique patterns by applying varying tensions to the thread, which makes possible patterns virtually limitless while wrapping your rod!

Stock # Size Price
MVT-(color) 100yds $5.25

1001 10021003 10041005 1007 10081009 1010

ProWrap ProFX Premium Metallic Thread
ProWrap Premium Metallic is unlike any other metallic thread on the market. Not only does the size A ProFX thread come in 22 amazingly vibrant metallic 
colors, but it inherits the same smooth spooling for easy application feel as nylon threads. That is unheard of for a metallic thread!
Also, due to the higher than normal tensile strength of this metallic, ProFX can be used as a primary guide wrapping thread for ultra-light to light freshwater 
applications. Again, unheard of for a metallic!
Once you try ProFX, you will never need to use anything else!

Stock # Size Price
PMS-A-(color) 100yds $4.95
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ProWrap Metallic Braid Thread
ProWrap Metallic Flat Braid is highly reflective and ideal for butt wraps due to it’s larger 1/16 inch (0.0625”) diameter. When used with other braid 
colors these larger diameters can eliminate the time-consuming task of creating butt wraps with just single, smaller diameter threads, or when used 
in combination (thread and braid) can add depth to wrap patterns not otherwise possible!

ProWrap Metallic Braid is available in 20 color combinations to create as many pattern combinations you can imagine, and is available in convenient 
10 yd. cards and 65 yd. spools.

Stock # Length Price
PWBS-(color) 10yds $4.75
PWBL-(long) 65yds $22.95

Copper/Silver
5M718

Fuchsia/Silver/Black
5M688

Blue/Silver
5M840

Red/Silver/Black
5M388

Green/Gold/Silver
5M518

Silver/Gold/Black
5M818

Purple/Blue/Silver
5M648

Blue/Black
5M480

Blue/Gold
5M410

Green/Gold
5M510

Purple/Gold
5M610

Solid Pearl
5860

Silver/Black
5M880

Blue
5450

Gold
5160

Silver
5880

Red
5300S

Purple
5630

Green
5540S

Black
5800

Also available in 10yd peg board packs!  
Perfect for retail store applications! 
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ProWrap Metallic Rod Winding Thread
ProWrap Metallic thread is available in 36 of the most vibrant color options you have seen, spool well and are very easy to work with, and have 
been pressure dyed for color consistency. 

Available in thread sizes A and D, ProWrap is also offered in two convenient spool sizes; 100yd spools that are perfect for hand and power wrapper, 
as well as 1oz. spools for those bargain hunters, and those who wrap many rods at one time.

Stock # Length Price
MS-(size)-(color) 100 yds $3.95
MS-(size)-(color) 1oz $12.75

REDPURPLEBLACK

9710 - Copper

9160 - Pale 

9150 - Bright 

GOLD BROWNGREEN

9420 - Ice Blue

BLUE
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ProWrap Glo-Wrap Thread
Continuing to innovate and bring new products and ideas to the marketplace, ProWrap’s Glo-Wrap thread is unique in that it is a luminous thread that glows in the dark after exposure to UV light!

A night fisherman’s dream come true!  Wrap the tips of your rods with Glo-Wrap and see even the slightest nibble on your line!

This size A thread is already color treated so no additional color preserver is needed, and can be used as a primary guide wrap, or as an accent or decorative wrap.  

Available in 100yd spools that are perfect for hand and power wrappers, Pro-Glo is available in 6 colors that look sharp in the sunlight then illuminate brilliantly in the dark. 

Pro-Glo colors include Glo White, Green, Yellow, Pink, Purple and Blue!

Stock # Length Price
GLO-(color) 100 yds $3.95
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